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Now a NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER. Motherhood is the toughest â€“ and funniest â€“ job

you'll ever love. Raising kids is hard work. The pay sucks, your boss is a tyrant, and the working

conditions are pitiful â€“ you can't even take a bathroom break without being interrupted with another

outrageous demand. Hasn't every mother said it before? â€œI just want to pee alone!â€• I Just Want

to Pee Alone is a collection of hilarious essays from 37 of the most kick ass mom bloggers on the

web. Including: People I Want to Punch in the Throat, Insane in the Mom-Brain, The Divine Secrets

of a Domestic Diva, Baby Sideburns, and Rants From Mommyland. Read hysterical essays like:

Embarrassment, Thy Name is Motherhood A Pinterest-Perfect Mom, I am Not And Then There was

that Time a Priest Called Me a Terrible Mother So She Thought She Could Cut Off My Stroller
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Loved it. Really. Because I am sick and tired of listening to women talk about their perfect trips to

Disney, their perfect children and their perfect homes. Finally, a dose of reality, albeit in a hilariously

snarky and over-sharing way. Get a box of tissues, because you will laugh until you cry.Do read a

few pages to your husband, because he will laugh too. Don't read any of it to your 11-year-old

daughter because she will giggle herself silly. And then she'll have ammunition.It's witty and funny

and the best dose of medicine for uptight, type A mothers, slacker moms and all moms in between.

I bought this book because one of my favorite bloggers, Insane in the Mom Brain, was featured. I

read the entire book in a day! So funny and I found myself nodding my head often..it's like these



story tellers knew me! I laughed loudly many times and the family wanted to know what my problem

was.. I told them you had to be a mother to understand. Buy it, enjoy it, then have a strong drink and

celebrate being a mom!

This is a great read. These bloggers are hilarious, and I love that they all came together to create

this little gem. I follow both Rach Riot and Patty on FB, and I love them even more after reading this

book. They are true geniuses!!! I get so bogged down by all of the sanctimoms out there: don't FF or

your kid will end up fat, sick, or stupid; don't buy a crotch danger or your baby's hips are doomed; if

you don't co sleep you don't love your kid; if you don't have the perfect vegan diet you are poisoning

your child; if you circumcise your son you are rendering him an amputee... Those are just a few of

the things I read on the net on a daily basis. It is nice to read a book written by moms who just enjoy

being moms, and who parent with a sense of humor. It was a much needed breath of fresh air!!! I

love that they recognize we are not going to achieve perfection as moms; that we just do the best

we can, and sometimes we just need to laugh. I would recommend this book to anyone who has

been attacked or criticized by the sanctimom brigade; this book will make you enjoy being a mom

again.

I wish someone wrote this when I had young children. It would have made life a lot easier to know

we were all going through the same tough times. And it brings back so many memories. Keep

writing! It doesn't ever get easy but if you can find the humor in life it helps a lot. I loved every page.

Looking forward to the second edition already.

Compiled by some of the funniest and most popular bloggers on the web, I Just Want To Pee Alone

is a must read for all moms. From birth stories to parenting snafus and judgemental priests to

toddlers who spill our secrets, this book has something for everyone. These moms celebrate

motherhood in the way it was meant to be celebrated - with candor and humor. They form a

sisterhood with the reader, because really, haven't we all had a child announce our bowel

movements a little too loudly? Or felt judged by someone who couldn't possibly understand? And

don't we all have our own hilarious story about our child's birth? Read this book, and I promise you

will feel so normally abnormal, just like the rest of us.

I actually heard about this book in one of my groups on facebook. And when I saw the title I knew I

had to go and see the hype. As I was looking about on who all the authors were I knew at least two



of the blogs The divine Secrets of a Domestic Diva and Rants From Mommyland. I knew that them

two automatically had to be funny.So I went ahead bought the book and dove right into it. From the

beginning I literally was laughing so hard that I had to stop reading. I would repeat the story to my

husband and he would just be like oh okay. I found a majority of the stories hilarious, I could relate

to some of them in one way or another. Now there were a few of the stories being told that I just was

like umm what? I didn't get entertained, I felt that maybe the book could have done without a few. I

think in total it was like 3 or 4 that I didn't enjoy. But hey to each their own.I really liked where it was

said that it takes a village to raise a child especially with humor. And I have learned as a mother that

it does and you have to have humor with raising children or you will go crazy and want to curl up

and cry,If you need a short pick me up a laugh from other moms. Then I suggest you get this book. I

will be recommending this book to a lot of my mother friends.
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